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Lei Pingyang, one of the poets who is highly concerned in recent years, has a 
deep influence in the poetry world these days. Many of his works, in the poetry world, 
cause wide argues which reflect numbers of poety studies’issues that needs further 
discussion and research. 
The preface gives a brief introduction about Lei’s poems and the general 
situation of the research on his poems recently. The author pointed out that numorous 
researcher focus on the remarks which were given to Lei’s poem, however neglect the 
invisible issues of poetry studies and the reasons that why Lei’s poems cause argues. 
In the first paragraph, the author illustrates the argues on the form of poems in  
Lei’s poems,shows viewpoint of each experts,points out reasons which cause the core 
problems on argues:would poems like form and whan form should poems have?  
Through briefly demonstrating mainly discusses about poems form in the history of 
new poem, explains in the development of new poem,there are two different views 
about technology and taste of poem:one advocates the new poetry needs new form,the 
other suggests not to care anout form, You can write what you like. Lei Pingyang 
agrees the latter point,and tries to find some breakthrough points and innovation. 
In the second paragraph, classifying the poetry argues in Lei’s poems, pointing out 
issue that people feel strongly about:poem should focus on what poetry and In what 
ways do you expresse poetry. The author combins relation discussion of history of 
new poem, explaining on pursuit of the poetry,some pay much attention to the 
construction of imagery , Some concentrate on excavating routine poetry. The poetic 
practice of Lei Pingyang belongs to the latter,but do some innovation. 
In the third paragraph,the author overviews argues of personal experience in Lei’s 
poems,points the heart of the argues is poems should pay more attention to express 
what kind of personal experience and how to express. Combining relation discussion 
of development of new poem, explain two different views about technology and taste 
of poem,one suggests great attention must be paid to the greater self,the other regards 
















At the end of the paper, the author repeat the opinion that there exists the argue of 
two different views and interests on the poetry, theoretically and practically. The fact 
that Lei continues the untraditional of the argue and possesses his own innovation and 
impact shows the state of poetry. And the exploration and innovation like Lei’s 
deserve a couragement, unless kind of mercy. 
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